NOTICE

CERTIFICATE FOR FINANCIAL ADVISORS PROGRAMME

Introduction of Finance Ethics Examinable Module

Effective 2015, The Institute of Banking and Finance of Trinidad and Tobago (IBF) will introduce Finance Ethics as an examinable module as part of the syllabus for the Certificate for Financial Advisors Programme (Cert. FA).

The current business environment has seen an increasing demand for ethically-sensitive professionals as we continue to witness lack of professional and personality integrity resulting in abuses of authority and power, frequent engagement in conflicts of interest, loss of public confidence in institutions, etc.

We are confident that this enhancement to our Cert. FA programme will equip our students with a well-rounded approach to operating effectively and responsibly.

For further information, kindly contact the IBF office at 868-628-2944 /868-622-0282 or email us at: marketing@ibf.org.tt or admin@ibaf.org.tt